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Executive Summary 
The consequences of a criminal conviction extend well beyond the immediate sentence 
authorized by statute and imposed by a judge. A legion of collateral consequences accompanies 
a criminal conviction and function to reduce, restrict, or exclude a person convicted of a felony 
from civic duties and benefits beyond mere reputational damage. Many states have recently 
adopted, or are considering, Clean Slate legislation, which expands records clearance provisions 
in an effort to reduce or eliminate collateral consequences associated with having a criminal 
record. Rather than requiring all records subjects to file a petition, Clean Slate efforts shift the 
burden to the state to initiate the process and can provide immediate relief for those who have 
successfully completed their sentence and met other qualifying conditions. Based on its review 
of practices in 11 states, SEARCH summarized state records relief practices and highlights the 
technical, logistical, and operational challenges faced by states in implementing and automating 
these practices. 

States generally take two different approaches to clearing criminal records. Records can be 
expunged (i.e., deleted or destroyed) or they can be sealed (which restricts public access to the 
record while retaining it for authorized criminal justice purposes). The terms sealing and 
expungement vary from state to state, however, and are often used interchangeably. 

Eligibility criteria for both petition-based and state-initiated records clearance includes such 
factors as (a) the nature and seriousness of the offense, (b) successful completion of the 
sentence, which often includes the payment of court-ordered fines, fees, and restitution, and (c) 
completion of a crime-free waiting period following successful completion of the sentence. 
Determining eligibility is a complex, complicated, and labor-intensive process. It has traditionally 
required considerable time and expense on the part of the applicant in completing a detailed 
petition seeking relief and payment of fees to obtain copies of official records, certifications for 
relief, and filing fees associated with the petition. Additional expenses may be incurred in 
attending hearings regarding the petition or obtaining the assistance of legal counsel.  

Even with Clean Slate provisions, jurisdictions routinely must access and review multiple sources 
of data to determine whether candidates meet strict eligibility criteria. States seeking to 
automate records relief to support Clean Slate policies are encumbered by information systems 
that are often independent and siloed within numerous state agencies, including courts, 
corrections, prosecutors, criminal history repositories, and financial systems tracking payment of 
fine, fees, and restitution. Moreover, data quality and accessibility are significant issues given 
missing, incomplete, or manual records that are not well structured or tightly linked across 
systems. 

As states implement Clean Slate, several have relaxed some eligibility criteria in order to expand 
records relief opportunities and address equity concerns. Since the state initiates the records 
clearance process, no petition must be filed and filing fees are no longer required. Some states 
have eliminated out-of-state background checks to determine whether the individual has 
outstanding charges or disqualifying subsequent convictions, relying instead on in-state checks 
alone, and at least one state has waived payment of fines and fees in order to qualify for relief.  
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Introduction 
The primary focus of this research project was to assess the design, scope, implementation, and 
costs of record clearance through clean slate initiatives in eleven (11) states,1 selected in 
consultation with the Clean Slate Initiative. Program staff documented the legal, policy, 
operational, and technical challenges that the states confront in planning and implementing the 
record clearance objectives of clean slate legislation. 

To assess the implications of adopting clean slate legislation, the project team reviewed existing 
statutes in each state to assess current provisions for sealing and/or expungement of criminal 
records, including eligibility criteria, access to records, notice (if any) to eligible individuals, filing 
requirements, costs, and other factors. The team assessed changes that may be needed to 
accommodate the automatic record clearance provisions of Clean Slate legislation. 
Accommodating automatic sealing and/or expungement of records will require substantive 
changes in current business practices and potentially significant redesign, upgrades, and 
complex enhancements to automated record and case management systems of multiple 
agencies in the criminal justice enterprise. 

Background 
The criminal history record 
The criminal history record is a biometrically based, longitudinal history of a person’s 
involvement in the criminal justice system, from arrest through disposition, sentencing, 
correctional and community supervision, and discharge. State and local law enforcement 
agencies created and maintained the first such criminal history records, colloquially referred to 
as “RAP Sheets,”2 primarily for investigative and identification purposes. Those records resided 
within the originating agency, varied in content and structure, and were not generally shared 
with other jurisdictions.  

As police departments grew larger, they required a better way to identify individuals, and 
record, curate, and share this compiled information with one another. Computer and 
communications technologies have enabled the electronic storage, retrieval, and exchange of 
criminal history records across state lines.3 Over the past 50 years, states have greatly expanded 
their automation of criminal history records.4 As of 2018, state repositories held records for over 
112.5 million subjects (an increase of 22 percent over 2008); 97.2 percent of those records were 
automated.5 

Growing non-criminal justice use of criminal history data 
Historically, most users of criminal history records have been criminal justice practitioners – 
police, prosecutors, judges, and others who were investigating crime, making charging 
decisions, or assessing a defendant’s risk to the community at bail or their culpability at 
sentencing decisions. Over the past several decades, we have witnessed a vast expansion in the 
use of criminal records for non-criminal justice purposes. The adoption of the Gun Control Act of 
19686 and Brady Act in 1993,7 in particular – both restricting firearms purchases – substantially 
increased demand for criminal records checks. Although firearms purchases have represented 
the single largest monthly volume of non-criminal justice transactions using criminal history 
records, they are not the only, or perhaps not even the most consequential, civil uses of criminal 
records.  
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State repositories have seen a material shift in primary uses of criminal history records, with 
non-criminal justice queries increasing dramatically. From 2006 to 2018, the total number of 
fingerprint-based record checks increased 30.3 percent (from 19.8 million to 25.8 million). Also, 
by 2018 the number of civil fingerprint-based searches outstripped the number of criminal 
fingerprint searches by nearly 50 percent (15.3 million compared to 10.5 million), accelerating a 
trend first observed in 2014.8 

 

 
Source: Becki R. Goggins and Dennis DeBacco, Survey of State Information 2020.9 

These figures only reflect background checks administered by state criminal history records 
repositories. Commercial backgrounding service providers are able to compile a significant range 
of personal data on people from a host of public sources, including court records, police and 
correctional facility records (often including mug shots), driving records, property and tax 
records, and social networking sites. Consequently, commercial providers are often able to 
assemble a robust and exhaustive history of a person’s life. 

Collateral consequences of criminal records 
Imposing a sentence following a criminal conviction is a complex and multifaceted endeavor. 
The sentencing judge typically has a vast array of options that can be imposed individually or 
blended into a single sentence, including fines, restitution to a victim, payment of court and 
other administrative costs, community service, home confinement, compulsory participation in 
treatment programs, probation (and compliance with a sweeping variety of conditions), 
confinement in a jail or a penitentiary, and subsequent parole and compliance with conditions 
of release. Depending on the crime of conviction, the subject may also face lifetime registration 
and community notification of one’s irrevocable status as a sex offender.10 
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The consequences of a criminal conviction extend well beyond the immediate sentence 
authorized by statute and imposed by a judge.11 A legion of invisible punishments12 or collateral 
consequences accompany a criminal conviction and function to significantly reduce, restrict, or 
exclude the felon from civic duties and benefits beyond mere reputational damage including 
loss of the right to vote,13 to serve on a jury, 14 to access public housing,15 to be admitted to 
college or graduate school,16 to obtain gainful employment,17 the ability to obtain a professional 
license for any of a variety of careers,18 and other disabilities. 

Recent research has confirmed the many positive results when persons are able to seal or 
expunge their records. Prescott and Starr concluded that persons who were able to expunge 
their criminal records were able to obtain gainful employment and their wages went up by 22 
percent within one year.19  

Research on redemption supports efforts to limit collateral consequences 
A growing volume of contemporary research on risk and recidivism has focused on what 
Blumstein and Nakamura have termed redemption, i.e., the point in time where an offender’s 
risk of committing future crime has diminished to the same probability as the general 
population.20  The critical finding in recent scholarship is that the risk of reoffending generally 
declines over time. “Although past wrongdoings are a useful sign of future trouble, this 
information has decreasing value over time because the risk of recidivism decreases 
monotonically with time clean.”21 As a consequence, excluding all persons with criminal records 
from voting, gaining meaningful employment, accessing low-income housing, education, and 
other opportunities represents a significant burden, while not making the community 
measurably safer.22  

Research by RAND confirms that the risk of recidivism is not immutable,23 concluding that the 
majority of individuals with a conviction do not have a subsequent conviction; a person’s 
likelihood of reoffending declines rapidly as more time passes without a conviction; and, after a 
sufficient period without a new conviction, even people initially deemed to be at the highest risk 
for reoffending (people with a more extensive criminal background) transition to risk levels that 
appear similar to those who were initially deemed to be at the lowest risk.24 

Given mounting empirical evidence that the level of reoffending does not justify the myriad 
collateral consequences that accompany a criminal record, compounded by a growing 
consensus that the breadth of legal and civil disabilities for persons who have effectively “paid 
their debt to society” by successfully completing their sentence is unnecessarily punitive, we 
have seen mounting efforts in recent years for a variety of records relief programs. 25  

Initiatives have included Ban the Box26 (to prohibit employers from asking about a person’s 
criminal record on the job application), and a Certificate of Rehabilitation27  (for persons who 
have competed their sentence and remained crime-free for a set period of time). Love and 
Schlussel report that “In 2019, 43 states, the District of Columbia, and the federal government 
enacted an extraordinary 153 laws aimed at reducing barriers faced by people with criminal 
records in the workplace, at the ballot box, and in many other areas of daily life.”28 The statutes 
addressed sealing and expungement of criminal records, restoration of voting and civil rights, 
and a host of other reforms designed to remove or neutralize the legal, economic, and social 
consequences associated with a criminal history record.  
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Records Relief Practices Generally 
The growing interest in records relief reform has contributed to the rise of Clean Slate. Clean 
Slate has led to the creation of records clearance initiatives at the state level that facilitate the 
process of records clearance through simplification and automation.29 Rather than requiring all 
records subjects to file a petition, Clean Slate efforts shift the burden to the state to initiate the 
process. Clean Slate initiatives are often referred to as “automatically” clearing criminal records 
for eligible cases and individuals; the process is not automatic per se, but rather automated at 
least to some degree.30 The state assumes responsibility for identifying eligible persons and 
cases based on statutory requirements and initiates records clearance processes on their behalf. 
The state does not file a petition for records clearance to initiate the process but completes 
research identifying eligible candidates based on detailed analyses and review of established 
court case management records, state criminal history records, and other systems and data to 
confirm eligibility. 

States generally take two different approaches in clearing criminal records, and the two are not 
mutually exclusive. Records may be expunged or they may be sealed. The terms sealing and 
expungement vary from state to state, however, and are often used interchangeably. The 
National Conference of State Legislatures (NCSL) references seven different terms that state 
legislatures have used to describe different forms of records relief: 1) annulment, 2) dismissal, 3) 
erasure, 4) expungement, 5) sealing, 6) set-aside, and 7) vacatur.31 

Historically, to expunge meant “to destroy or obliterate; it implies not a legal act, but a physical 
annihilation.”32 Expungement effectively destroys, obliterates, or otherwise excises the 
adjudication and the criminal record.  

Sealing a criminal record, in contrast, generally means retaining the record, but effectively 
closing it for public inspection and largely excluding it from use for many of the collateral 
consequences previously discussed. State statutes frequently restrict access of the sealed record 
to the defendant, some criminal justice agencies, and other select agencies, and for limited 
purposes. States refer to records relief that effectively result in a sealing with various terms: 
Texas has nondisclosure, Connecticut uses the term erasure, and Pennsylvania also refers to it as 
limited access.33 

Records relief in Michigan is referred to as set aside or expungement.34 Set aside convictions are 
effectively sealed, i.e., they are no longer accessible as public records, but they are still available 
to criminal justice agencies (law enforcement, prosecutors, courts). Setting aside a conviction 
does not relieve an obligation to pay restitution and the set aside conviction may still be used 
for purposes of charging a crime as a second or subsequent offense and for sentencing 
enhancements.35  

The State of Washington provides for vacatur of criminal convictions, which has the same effect 
as sealing in most other jurisdictions.36 In granting an order for vacation of a criminal conviction, 
the court clears the record of conviction by a) permitting the offender to withdraw their plea of 
guilty and enter a plea of not guilty, or b) the court setting aside the verdict of guilty for 
defendants who originally pleaded not guilty, or c) dismissing the information or indictment 
against the offender. Records may still be used by criminal justice agencies and for certain 
sentencing purposes.37 
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Records Relief Varies Depending on the Nature of the Adjudication 
The form of records relief generally varies depending on the nature of the adjudication (e.g., 
non-convictions vs. convictions), and special circumstances associated with certain offenses, 
such as decriminalized offenses and victims of human trafficking.  

Non-convictions 
Many states generally authorize expungement (i.e., deletion/destruction) of criminal records for 
non-conviction adjudications and dispositions favorable to the defendant, i.e., adjudications of 
acquittal, dismissal, nolle prosequi, or when the charge is no-billed by a grand jury. South 
Carolina, for example, calls for the destruction of arrest and booking records, bench warrants, 
mug shots, and fingerprints by municipal, county and state agencies when charges are 
dismissed, or the defendant is found not guilty. Law enforcement may retain a sealed copy of 
the information for three years and 120 days, or indefinitely for ongoing or future 
investigations.38 Delaware allows for expungement when a criminal case is terminated in favor 
of an individual.39 Montana requires the repository to return photographs and fingerprints to 
the originating agency, which shall expunge all copies for individuals released without the filing 
of charges, if the charges did not result in a conviction, or if a conviction is later invalidated.40 
Connecticut calls for the erasure (i.e., expungement) of criminal records if the accused is found 
not guilty or the charge is dismissed41 or when the case has been nolled (short for nolle 
prosequi).42  

Among the study states, non-conviction records are eligible for petition-based relief in nine 
states, the effect being either sealing or expungement. The two states that do not offer relief for 
non-convictions by petition—Connecticut and New York—instead route all qualifying non-
conviction records through a state-initiated process. With the advent of Clean Slate, other states 
are making these records eligible for state-initiated relief: for example, in Pennsylvania, all non-
conviction records, which include dismissed or withdrawn charges and findings of not guilty, are 
eligible 30 days after the court entered the disposition. These same non-conviction records may 
also be considered by petition. 

Decriminalized offenses 
The past two decades have witnessed significant shifts in drug policy throughout in the United 
States.43 California passed legislation in 1996 legalizing the use of marijuana for medical 
purposes, and more than 35 states, the District of Columbia, Guam, Puerto Rico, and the U.S. 
Virgin Islands have since followed suit.44 Colorado and Washington were the first states to 
legalize recreational use of marijuana for adults in 2012, 45 followed by Alaska, Oregon, and the 
District of Columbia in 2014. NCSL reports that 19 States, two Territories, and the District of 
Columbia have legalized recreational use of small quantities of marijuana for adults.46 
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Source: National Conference of State Legislatures, Cannabis Overview, May 31, 2022 

In addition to legalizing marijuana for medical or recreational use, 41 states, the District of 
Columbia, Puerto Rico, and the U.S. Virgin Islands have passed records clearance laws that may 
apply to prior marijuana convictions. Ten of the states specifically address marijuana offenses: 
California, Illinois, Maryland, Missouri, New Hampshire, New Jersey, New York, North Dakota, 
Oregon, and Rhode Island.47 As Ahrens notes: 

California’s approach to conviction clearance is the most extensive. In 2018, California 
adopted legislation that requires the expungement of certain marijuana convictions; the 
state adopted this legislation at the same time that it legalized recreational marijuana, 
highlighting how inextricable the issues of past conviction and present legalization have 
become. The legislation does not require individuals who have past convictions to 
initiate the ordinary expungement process in order to clear their records. Instead, the 
legislation requires the California Department of Justice to review criminal records in 
order to identify eligible convictions; misdemeanor possession convictions (where the 
amount in personal possession would be legal now under California law) are generally 
automatically expunged, while felony convictions may be reduced to misdemeanor 
convictions. This provision applies to persons currently serving sentences for those 
felony convictions, which means some persons convicted of marijuana offenses may 
become eligible for release.48  

Rather than automatic expungement of low-level marijuana convictions, Washington Governor 
Jay Inslee initially planned to pardon prior convictions.49 The Governor subsequently signed 
legislation authorizing adults to apply to sentencing courts to vacate their conviction for a series 
of misdemeanors and gross misdemeanors, including misdemeanor marijuana offenses.50  
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Victims of human trafficking 
A growing number of states are enacting special records relief efforts to clear the records of 
victims of human trafficking who were convicted of crimes they were forced to commit by their 
traffickers. New York is credited as having enacted the first law to vacate, or set aside, 
convictions of prostitution and related offenses for victims of human trafficking arising from 
their experience.51 Many other states have followed suit and enacted laws – among them are 
Washington, Missouri, Georgia, Hawaii, Nevada, Maryland, and Kansas.52 Victims of human 
trafficking generally carry the burden of proof in establishing that they were the victims of 
human trafficking when committing the crime.53  

Convictions 
Records relief stemming from conviction offenses is fundamentally different from non-
convictions, in that the defendant has been formally convicted of the offense. Every study state 
includes provisions for receiving relief from certain misdemeanors, and all but one state 
(Pennsylvania) includes a provision for select felonies. Eligible misdemeanors tend to include 
more minor offenses, and generally exclude domestic violence. Only a limited number of 
felonies are eligible for records relief: charges involving violent acts, domestic abuse, vulnerable 
populations, or involving acts that require sex offender registration are generally excluded in 
most states. Misdemeanors generally have a shorter post-sentence completion waiting period 
(2-5 years) for relief eligibility, whereas felonies, if eligible at all for relief, have a lengthier wait 
(5-10 years). 

State statutes define strict eligibility criteria to qualify persons who have been convicted of a 
crime when seeking records relief. The eligibility criteria can include limiting the number of 
offenses or cases which may be cleared. 

In Michigan, up to two felony convictions may be set aside 10 years after the person has been 
released from custody and four misdemeanor convictions can be set aside seven years after 
sentencing starting April 2023.54 Convictions for assaultive offenses, serious misdemeanors, 
offenses punishable by 10 or more years of imprisonment, those involving a minor, vulnerable 
adult, injury, or serious impairment of a person, or death, and human trafficking cannot be set 
aside.  Michigan has also enacted the “one bad night” provision which combines multiple 
separate, but related, offenses into one offense for purposes of counting convictions.55 
Assaultive crimes, those involving use or possession of a dangerous weapon, crime with a 
maximum penalty of 10 or more years of confinement are excluded from set aside.  
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Eligibility Criteria 
Nature and seriousness of the offense 
Every state restricts records relief for individuals convicted of specific offenses, such as violent 
and sex crimes, those that are committed against children or other vulnerable populations, and 
those that require the offender to register as a sex offender. Many also exclude convictions for 
driving under the influence (DUI) or limit the number of such convictions to a single 
adjudication.56 Most jurisdictions also require an eligibility waiting period following the full and 
successful completion of a sentence (including payment of fines, restitution, court costs, etc.), 
which often varies by seriousness of the offense.57  

In Missouri, for example, Class A felony offenses, “dangerous felonies”58 (forcible rape and 
sodomy; kidnapping; first degree offenses of arson, assault, assault of a law enforcement officer, 
domestic assault, elder abuse, robbery, statutory rape and sodomy;), any offense that requires 
registration as a sex offender, any felony offense where death is an element of the offense, any 
felony offense of assault, domestic assault, and kidnapping, and a host of other specified 
offenses are ineligible for sealing, as defined above, although the statute, itself, uses the term 
expungement.59 The petition for expungement must name all law enforcement agencies, courts, 
prosecuting and circuit attorneys, prosecuting attorneys, state repositories, and others who may 
have records related to the case, and provide identification information (name, race, sex, driver 
license number, etc.), and for each offense for which the petitioner is seeking expungement, the 
offense, date and locations of convictions, and the case number and name of the court. A $250 
surcharge will be assessed when the petition is filed, though the court may waive the costs for 
petitioners who are indigent or unable to pay.60 The court may consider the time since 
conviction, with at least three years for felony and one year for a misdemeanor, municipal 
offense or infraction with no subsequent conviction or traffic violations, no charges pending, 
and details demonstrating that the petitioner is not a threat to public safety. The term 
“expungement” is also used to define the destruction of certain arrest records, as well as to 
restrict access to certain conviction records by both the courts, which use the term 
“confidential,”61  and the repository which uses the term “closed.”62 

Successful completion of sentence 
The purpose of providing records relief is to acknowledge that when a person has satisfactorily 
completed their sentence, paid his/her debt to society, and demonstrated that they have 
changed their pattern of offending, they should be able to return to society and no longer be 
penalized with consequences resulting from a conviction. Satisfactory completion of their 
sentence is a universal requirement for records relief, but states vary in how they define it and 
attest to its achievement. Two states, Utah and Washington, have formalized this requirement 
with a Certificate of Expungement Eligibility (UT) or Certificate of Discharge (WA). These 
documents attest to satisfactory sentence completion as the individual navigates a petition 
process. Under Clean Slate legislation (in Utah only, since Clean Slate is not law in Washington), 
one’s satisfactory completion of the sentence remains;63 however, the requirement to produce 
a Certificate is no longer necessary since the state will make the determination that an 
individual qualifies. 
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Payment of fines, fees, and restitution 
Individuals who are convicted of crimes are frequently required to pay court ordered fees, fines, 
and restitution as one component of the successful completion of their sentence. Research has 
shown that requiring fulfillment of these payments may limit the number individuals who seek 
or successfully obtain records relief.64 As Cohn, et al., note, “In almost every jurisdiction… 
outstanding court debt is a barrier to record clearing in at least some cases, either rendering a 
person entirely ineligible for record relief or making it difficult for them to qualify.”65  

Seven states reviewed in this research have a standard expectation or requirement that some 
combination of fines, fees, and restitution be paid as a component of sentence completion 
(Delaware, Missouri, Oklahoma,66 Pennsylvania, Texas, Utah, Washington). In 2020, 
Pennsylvania amended its Clean Slate law to eliminate the requirement that fines and fees be 
paid before a person was eligible to clear their record, which resulted in an additional 9.2 million 
records becoming eligible for sealing through Clean Slate.67 Restitution must still be paid in 
order to qualify for records clearance and if the individual owes fines, fees, and restitution, they 
remain ineligible until all are paid. 

Other states do not assess payment of fines, fees, or restitution to determine eligibility for 
petition-based or state-initiated records relief. Michigan is one example, although its law allows 
a court to reinstate a conviction that was set aside if the record subject fails to make a good-
faith effort to pay court-ordered restitution.68 

Completion of crime-free waiting period 
Records relief initiatives generally require that candidates serve a mandatory crime-free waiting 
period following successful completion of their sentence of 1 – 10 years, depending on the 
nature and seriousness of their conviction offense.69 Research on recidivism and redemption 
demonstrates that the majority of individuals with a conviction do not have a subsequent 
conviction, and that their risk of reoffending declines as crime-free time in the community 
tolls.70 The crime-free waiting period is designed to serve as “recognition of successful 
rehabilitation and reason to terminate legal disqualifications and disabilities.”71  

The crime-free waiting period actually contains two distinct elements: 1) determining the length 
of time served following successful completion of a sentence, and 2) an assessment of whether 
the individual has charges pending or was subsequently arrested and/or convicted of a crime 
during the waiting period.  

As noted, waiting periods vary in length depending on the nature and seriousness of the 
conviction offense. Utah, for example, has waiting periods of 3-5 years for misdemeanors and 
infractions, and 7–10 years for eligible felonies and serious misdemeanors.    

The second element relates to whether an individual has pending charges, or was arrested 
and/or convicted of a new offense during their waiting period. Most states have historically 
considered outstanding criminal cases pending within the state, and in some cases in other 
states and at federal levels, as part of their records relief eligibility. In Washington, for example, 
state law specifies that people convicted of felonies and misdemeanors are ineligible for vacatur 
of their conviction if there are any pending charges in any state or federal court.72  
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Challenges Associated with Petition-based Relief 
Because of the costs involved in filing a petition, the time and effort required to draft the 
petition, obtain court records and copies of state criminal history records and fingerprints, 
limited ability to access online resources, and the fact those eligible may not even be aware that 
they qualify for expungement, there are often relatively few petitions filed by eligible parties. In 
Utah, for example, a petitioner must apply for and receive a Certificate of Expungement 
Eligibility to demonstrate that the individual and offense meet the state’s eligibility criteria. The 
individual then files a petition with the court and serves the prosecutor who oversaw the case, 
within 180 days of having received the Certificate. Thereafter, the prosecutor may conduct 
his/her own fitness assessment which may prompt a hearing (if there is an objection or no 
action). If a court approves a petition, certified copies of the order are thereafter sent to 
government agencies holding records related to the arrest or conviction.  

Prescott and Starr identified six factors that contribute to the relative dearth of applications for 
sealing and expungement, including 1) lack of information, 2) administrative hassle and time 
constraints, 3) fees and costs, 4) distrust and fear of the criminal justice system, 5) lack of access 
to counsel, 6) insufficient motivation to purse expungement.73 This paucity of filings for records 
relief has been referred to as the “uptake gap,” also known as the “‘second chance gap’—the 
difference between eligibility and delivery of second chances....”74  

The issue might be more complicated, however, when a person has a more extensive criminal 
history record with other convictions for unrelated offenses. If a person has other misdemeanor 
or felony convictions that are not subject to relief, filing a petition for sealing or expungement of 
the marijuana possession offense may provide little practical relief. As Quinton notes, “Some 
people may just decide that hiding their conviction from view isn’t worth the hassle. If someone 
has another crime on his record that can’t be wiped away, say an unrelated felony, he might not 
bother to eliminate a minor marijuana conviction.”75 

Data Outside the Criminal Justice Enterprise 
In many states, court systems sell copies of their publicly available case management data to 
commercial data aggregators, also known as consumer reporting agencies (CRAs). CRAs plumb 
public records to compile dossiers on people to assess their credit worthiness and to assign 
credit ratings, which can be used by banks and other financial institutions in making decisions 
regarding loans and other financial matters. Publicly available court records revealing loan 
defaults, bankruptcies, lawsuits, and criminal convictions provide insight on a person’s credit 
worthiness. CRAs have expanded their portfolios to provide background checks for employment 
and other screening services on behalf of an expanding array of clients. While there are three 
primary CRAs in the United States (Experian, TransUnion, and Equifax), private investigators, 
detective agencies, collection agencies, inspection bureaus, companies that sell information to 
insurance companies and assist in performing background checks, and college placement offices 
have been deemed to be CRAs under Federal law.76  A survey by the Society for Human 
Resource Management (SHRM) found that 87 percent of surveyed employers conduct 
employment background screening at the pre-employment stage.77 Broad scale records relief 
efforts, which are designed to ameliorate collateral consequences of a criminal conviction, 
recognize that both government and industry need to address sealing, expungement, and 
records vacation efforts.  
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Some states (such as Missouri and New York) conduct transactional data sharing, whereas other 
states, such as Pennsylvania, allow for batch downloads. The Courts may sell its case data to 
CRAs in at least 6 states (Colorado, Connecticut, New York, Pennsylvania, Washington), and the 
criminal history repository may do the same, to a limited degree, in at least 3 states (New York, 
Oklahoma, Pennsylvania). How often sales occur is beyond the scope of this document but could 
be an area for additional research. 

In Pennsylvania, the Administrative Office of the Pennsylvania Courts (AOPC) handles all sales 
and sharing of court case management data through its LifeCycle File, which carries its own 
contractual requirements for appropriate use and was established prior to the state’s Clean 
Slate legislation.78 These stipulations include weekly batch updates of the Common Pleas 
Criminal Court Case Management System (CPCMS) to notify CRAs when records have been 
sealed so they can be removed from commercial databases. Pennsylvania also has auditing 
provisions where it periodically tests to ensure that CRAs are in full compliance with this 
requirement. States that regularly sell records to CRAs should ensure that requisite state 
agencies are following appropriate auditing procedures to maintain the integrity of the records, 
especially those that should be removed from public view. 

Meanwhile, some states may ban the sale of court records or creatively ban its re-constitution. 
Delaware, for example, has a policy whereby no court record data may be sold to CRAs. To 
circumvent this, some CRAs employ assistants to visit court clerks’ offices to copy publicly 
available individual court records. CRAs then use these data to approximate the court database. 
Missouri, meanwhile, takes it one step further: the state criminal history repository may not sell 
its data to third-party vendors, and its courts, as a general rule, do not sell batch court records. 
Rather, the state prohibits third-party vendors from compiling, storing, and reselling the data, 
designating the act a misdemeanor.79  

The continued endurance of an aging arrest or conviction is not only a concern with official 
criminal history records and court case records, but also in the mainstream media. Some media 
organizations have allowed individuals to request that news articles mentioning a previous 
arrest or conviction be removed or delisted from its online archive, names anonymized, and/or 
information about them removed from or redeeming details added to old news stories. The 
Boston Globe, Atlanta Journal-Constitution, and Cleveland Plain Dealer80 are among the 
newsrooms that have created processes to consider such requests. 

https://www.bostonglobe.com/2021/01/22/metro/globes-fresh-start-initiative-frequently-asked-questions/
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Clean Slate Initiative 
The Clean Slate movement has led many states to reconsider their established state-initiated 
and petition-based records relief and, in some cases, expand it. As of November 2022, at least 
two study states (Pennsylvania, Utah) are actively implementing Clean Slate legislation, while 
five other study states (Colorado, Connecticut, Delaware, Michigan, Oklahoma) and one 
additional state (California) have passed and are contemplating how to implement their 
legislation. Another study state (Washington) passed legislation in 2020 to streamline the 
vacatur of criminal convictions, but the bill was later vetoed by its governor due to uncertainty 
over its fiscal impact.  

Most states that have passed Clean Slate legislation are implementing, or planning to 
implement, sealing provisions (Colorado, Connecticut, Oklahoma, Pennsylvania, Utah). Michigan 
also seals Clean Slate-related records (although uses the term set aside), and one state is 
planning to implement expungement (Delaware).  

Automating the Records Clearance Process 
Several states have attempted to apply similar eligibility requirements for petition-based relief 
to their state-initiated relief through Clean Slate. Under Clean Slate, the “crime-free” eligibility 
requirement has evolved for several states. Criminal history data is easy to access within one’s 
home state but suffers a number of technical challenges and policy restrictions81 in its access 
outside of the state (other states, federal, tribal). Colorado, Michigan, Pennsylvania, and Utah 
have each decided to only consider subsequent charges that occurred within the state, which 
was a change from current practice for Michigan and Utah. More recent Clean Slate adopters -- 
Connecticut, Delaware, and Oklahoma -- may encounter similar obstacles. 

People, Arrests, and Cases 
Criminal history records are structured in a manner that provides different levels of detail. First, 
records exist at the “person” level. There is one record per person containing descriptive 
information about the person – e.g., name, address, date of birth, social security number, age, 
hair and eye color, scars, marks, tattoos, etc. – and all data regarding arrests, prosecutions, 
court dispositions and supervision (probation/incarceration) status. Next, criminal history 
records are divided into arrest “cycles” where each arrest event (i.e., cycle) contains the 
outcome of each arrest – namely any court cases and/or adjudications resulting from the arrest 
charge(s). A single arrest event may involve one or multiple charges reported by the arresting 
agency and one or multiple charges and/or dispositions once a case is referred for prosecution 
and disposed by the court. Each arrest cycle includes all associated charges and case outcomes.  

Many years ago, it was common to only seal or expunge records at the person level, and records 
relief was “all or nothing:” either a person’s record was completely sealed/expunged, or the 
record was fully available to authorized entities. Information systems evolved to clear records at 
the arrest cycle level, meaning that a record could be partially cleared, but only if all events 
related to a given arrest cycle were subject to records clearance. Modern state criminal history 
repositories and the FBI have the capability to seal individual charges within an arrest cycle, 
which means that if a person has one charge or conviction that is eligible for sealing within an 
individual arrest cycle, only the qualified information will be shielded from disclosure. All of the 
Clean Slate study states require records clearance (sealing or expungement) at the individual 
charge level. 
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Notifying Record Holders  
Many states seeking to establish Clean Slate state-initiated programs want to alert justice-
involved individuals that their records have been sealed or otherwise cleared, and that they may 
no longer need to acknowledge that they have had a disqualifying conviction in seeking 
employment, education, housing, or other benefits. Under petition-based programs, the 
petitioner typically provides contact information as part of the formal papers filed with the 
court, and (with some exceptions) they are generally notified when their record has been 
sealed. With Clean Slate initiatives, the state may not have current contact information for the 
record holder and be unable to notify them when their record has been cleared. In fact, if the 
courts were to reach out to those individuals, they may unwittingly reveal the presence of a 
sealed criminal record to unauthorized individuals. 

To address this issue, some states have established online portals where an individual may 
proactively check their own public criminal history record. In addition, every state allows citizens 
to query the criminal history repository to examine their record. An individual’s own criminal 
history record may also be accessed by providing a fingerprint and paying a fee82 to the state’s 
criminal history repository. 

Challenges with Automatic Clearance 
References to “automatic sealing” of criminal records in Clean Slate initiatives have raised 
questions about whether the provisions fit the definition of a sealed record for purposes of the 
National Crime Prevention and Privacy Compact.83 The National Crime Prevention and Privacy 
Compact “organizes an electronic information sharing system among the Federal Government 
and the States to exchange criminal history records for noncriminal justice purposes authorized 
by Federal or State law, such as background checks for governmental licensing and 
employment.”84 Thirty-four states have ratified the Compact and are members of the Compact 
Council, a policy-making body providing oversight on how interstate criminal history records are 
shared for non-criminal justice purposes.85 These purposes include all civil background checks, 
including those for employment, housing, and educational opportunities.  

Policy provisions of the Compact specifically address Sealed Record Information. 

“(21) Sealed Record Information. Article IV, paragraph (b), permits the FBI and state 
criminal history record repositories to delete sealed record information when 
responding to an interstate record request pursuant to the Compact. Thus, the 
definition of “sealed” becomes important, particularly since state sealing laws vary 
considerably, ranging from laws that are quite restrictive in their application to others 
that are very broad. The definition set out here is intended to be a narrow one in 
keeping with a basic tenet of the Compact—that state repositories shall release as much 
information as possible for interstate exchange purposes, with issues concerning the use 
of particular information for particular purposes to be decided under the laws of the 
receiving states. Consistent with the definition, an adult record, or a portion of it, may 
be considered sealed only if its release for noncriminal justice purposes has been 
prohibited by a court order or by action of a designated official or board, such as a State 
Attorney General or a Criminal Record Privacy Board, acting pursuant to a federal or 
state law. Further, to qualify under the definition, a court order, whether issued in 
response to a petition or on the court’s own motion, must apply only to a particular 
record subject or subjects referred to by name in the order. So-called “blanket” court 
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orders applicable to multiple unnamed record subjects who fall into particular 
classifications or circumstances, such as first-time non-serious drug offenders, do not fit 
the definition. Similarly, sealing orders issued by designated officials or boards acting 
pursuant to statutory authority meet the definition only if such orders are issued in 
response to petitions filed by individual record subjects who are referred to by name in 
the orders. So-called “automatic” sealing laws, which restrict the noncriminal justice use 
of the records of certain defined classes of individuals, such as first-time offenders who 
successfully complete probation terms, do not satisfy the definition, because they do 
not require the filing of individual petitions and the issuance of individualized sealing 
orders.” [emphasis added]86 

What Clean Slate initiatives are actually doing, however, is shifting from petition-based to state-
initiated sealing provisions. Rather than requiring all potentially eligible persons to file a petition 
requesting sealing (or expungement, set aside, or vacatur) of their criminal records, states are 
initiating the records relief on their behalf. It is important to note that: 

1. Record subjects must still meet strict eligibility standards 
a. Only certain offenses (typically misdemeanor and low-level) felonies are eligible 

for clearance. 
b. All conditions of records relief must be met, which usually includes the 

following: 
i. No pending charges or subsequent convictions, 

ii. Payment of all fines, fees, and restitution, 
iii. The prosecutor, law enforcement, and even victims may object to the 

records relief, and 
iv. The offender must have completed crime-free waiting periods specific 

in statute before they are eligible. 
c. Clearance of records occurs at both the adjudication (case) level as well as at the 

record level. 
d. Courts must order or authorize individual orders identifying every person, case, 

and charge that is to be sealed/expunged/set aside/vacated. 

Research indicates that no Clean Slate initiatives studied are issuing blanket sealing provisions. 
In every case, the court must identify or validate the identification of specific people, charges, 
cases, and adjudications that will be cleared.  

Data quality issues 

Identifying candidates for automated records relief requires complete, accurate, and timely 
criminal history data from state repositories and court records. Nationally, state criminal history 
information systems reported that as of year-end 2018, only 68 percent of all arrests have final 
dispositions.  The rates vary from 50 percent or less in eight states, to over 90 percent in 10 
states.87 There are numerous reasons that arrests may be missing dispositions, including 
situations where a disposition is simply not available because a court case is actively in process 
and a final adjudication has not yet been rendered. Criminal case processing from arrest through 
final adjudication can often take weeks, months, or even years for complicated cases. Other 
factors may also impact disposition reporting, including incomplete reporting by all courts 
throughout the state, inaccuracies in reporting transaction control numbers and other data that 
enable linking court dispositions to arrest records, and inaccuracies in reporting court 
disposition information.  
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It is important to note that court records are organized around the case (case-based), while 
criminal history records are organized around an individual (person-based). A single individual 
can have multiple records depending on how many times they have been charged with a crime. 
Since cases are tracked rather than people, a person can have multiple representations of their 
name, date of birth and other descriptors depending on how the data were entered each time a 
person has an arrest resulting in charges being referred to court.  So, a disposition may be 
available at the courts, but data quality issues prevent the case outcome from being associated 
with a corresponding arrest. Most commonly, this is a result of missing transaction control 
numbers (TCNs) issued at the time of arrest that can be used to quickly and accurately link court 
cases to people and arrests within the state criminal history repository. While other identifiers 
such as defendant name and date of birth can be combined to match an arrest record to a 
disposition record, they are not nearly as reliable or efficient as a TCN. If the name and date of 
birth are not entered exactly as they appear within a person’s record maintained by the state 
repository, then they cannot be matched by machine algorithms. In some cases, arrests may be 
missing dispositions because it was not provided by the prosecutor.  

While courts are the most common source of dispositions, prosecutors can be an important 
source of information as well. For one thing, many arrests referred for prosecution never make 
it to court. The prosecutor may determine that there is insufficient evidence to pursue the case 
prior to filing charges. In these circumstances, the court never knows about the arrest charges 
since no case ever originated from the arrest charges. If the prosecutor fails to report 
declinations to prosecute, then the arrest can remain “open” at the state repository even 
though charges will never proceed through the courts. 

Aside from missing data, data quality issues can also negatively impact a state’s ability to 
implement Clean Slate legislation. Data gathered by prosecutors and courts may also be 
unstructured, i.e., free-form narrative text subject to human error and making interpretation 
difficult or impossible. While humans can often process unstructured information, it is 
challenging for computer algorithms to accurately interpret and classify free-form text data, 
which can hinder the process of determining if a person qualifies to have their record sealed 
under Clean Slate. 

Just as dispositions can be missing from the repository, arrests can also be missing. While this 
too may be a case of an agency’s failure to report (in this case a law enforcement agency), more 
commonly it is due to the expanding practice of citation in lieu of release, also known as “cite 
and release.” Cite and release gives officers discretion in deciding when to formally cite a 
suspect (i.e., issue a court summons) in lieu of a custodial arrest, which involves taking an 
individual into physical custody and fingerprinting them in order to establish or verify their 
identity. While there are many benefits to cite and release, the failure to obtain fingerprints 
during a conventional arrest booking often results in missing arrests at the repository since all 
repository records must be biometrically supported. The emergence of COVID-19, combined 
with concerns about police use of force, has led law enforcement to make policy changes to 
reduce the number of people who are physically engaged with the criminal justice system. 
Reduced physical interaction has been evidenced in the decline of fingerprinting for both civil 
and criminal offenses, the accelerated release of low-level offenders over concerns for their 
health, as well as the expansion of policies where arrestees receive a citation in lieu of arrest.88   
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Lack of integration 
The greatest challenge many states face in managing records relief programs is the lack of 
integration between information systems across the whole of the criminal justice enterprise. 
Police, prosecutors, courts, correctional agencies, probation and parole, and state criminal 
history repositories all have their own information and case management systems. Each is 
designed to meet the operational and business needs of the hosting organization. While links do 
exist that enable, for example, online sharing of arrest, charging, and disposition reporting 
between agencies, these systems are separate and distinct: in other words, siloed. Complicating 
this technological environment, each law enforcement agency typically selects and operates one 
of many different data systems that captures and processes data associated with crime and 
arrest reporting. Law enforcement data systems are often event (incident)-centric, while 
prosecutor and court case management systems are largely case-based, criminal history 
repositories are typically person-based, while corrections systems may be cell- or person-
based.89 

States with unified court systems often host statewide case management systems that all state 
courts use, while, in non-unified states, individual case management systems can be 
implemented by individual local courts throughout the state, compounding the challenges of 
sharing uniform data statewide. Most states also have municipal courts that may handle Clean 
Slate eligible cases, but these systems are rarely integrated with the larger state court systems, 
regardless of whether they are unified.  

Siloed criminal justice data renders establishing records relief eligibility a shared responsibility, 
primarily between the state repository and the courts. A compounding factor is that policies in 
some states limit what is reported to, and therefore maintained in, a state’s criminal history 
repository. Only felonies and serious misdemeanors are typically reportable to criminal history 
repositories. Therefore, the criminal history repository record may be accurate but incomplete 
since not all offenses are reported. Most notably, arrests missing fingerprints and their 
associated dispositions are typically not included in criminal history repository records. Most 
repositories only allow records to be created based on the submission of a fingerprint record to 
establish the individual’s identity, although there are some exceptions where states make a 
probabilistic match to an individual’s record. In this latter case, these records are typically not 
shared outside of the state.  

Difficulty in calculating waiting periods 
Every study state will need to compute mandatory waiting periods. These calculations may be 
based on when a person was released from incarceration, or when a person was sentenced or 
convicted. Dates for conviction and sentencing are generally available from court case 
management systems but the more typical measure, release from incarceration, is generally 
only available from a supervising agency and is not readily available from the courts or 
repository. In many states, intake and discharge from prison are not reported to the state 
criminal history repository or, if this information is captured, the release event is not associated 
with a specific court case and/or arrest event.90 Without reliable prison discharge information, a 
state cannot accurately compute how long a person has been released into the community for 
the purposes of eligibility determination. 
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Difficulty in determining when a person has a pending charge or disqualifying conviction 
in home state, as well as in other states, federal government, and/or tribes 
Under the petition-based process, it is common to require an individual to have remained crime-
free in the community for a prescribed period of time following completion of sentence or 
discharge from incarceration. As noted above, multiple study states require that an individual 
have no pending criminal charges in any state to be eligible for consideration for record 
clearance under the state’s petition-based process. Determining whether charges are pending in 
other states and at the federal level requires the consent of the record subject, submission of 
fingerprints, and payment of processing fees in order to query the interstate and federal 
databases of the Interstate Identification Index (III) and the National Crime Information Center 
(NCIC).91 Given the complexity of querying III and NCIC systems (each of which have their own 
governance structure), this can only be achieved through a petition-based process.  

The same existing laws and policies make it difficult to conduct national criminal background 
checks for the anticipated volume of individuals who stand to benefit from state-initiated 
records clearance schemes. It is relatively straightforward to conduct in-state background 
checks to determine if individuals have outstanding arrest charges (i.e., charges without a court 
disposition) and/or pending charges in other criminal court actions. Since arrest and charging 
information is recorded in state criminal history repositories and court databases, which can be 
searched using computer programs, most states have opted to consider only in-state criminal 
charges when determining eligibility under Clean Slate. Colorado, Pennsylvania, Utah and 
Michigan limit the scope of criminal records checks to only those occurring within their home 
state (i.e., they will not check out-of-state charges for Clean Slate relief). States with newly-
passed Clean Slate legislation (for example, Oklahoma) are expected to encounter similar 
challenges.  

Previous research has shown that 20-25% of individuals have records in multiple states,92 which 
implies that states that elect to only consider in-state charges may miss (inadvertently 
determine to be eligible) some individuals with either previous or pending out-of-state charges. 
Research has shown that 11% of prisoners are re-arrested in the 5-year period following 
release,93 but it has not been able to provide any count on the number of individuals who 
receive records relief (but who may not all have served a period of confinement) that later 
commit a crime.  

Difficulty with determining when a person has successfully paid fines, fees, and 
restitution 
It can be equally challenging to determine successful payment of court-order financial 
obligations when payments are recorded in an accounting system that is separate from the 
criminal case management system maintained by the courts. In some states, payments may also 
be collected and recorded by community supervision personnel, or the prosecuting attorney’s 
office. In any case, these entities have databases that are typically maintained separately, so 
that the court may not have direct access to these accounting records.  

Responsibility for managing the Clean Slate process 
Given the number of different agencies that maintain data, states must identify the primary 
agency responsible for starting and managing the Clean Slate eligibility process. To begin the 
eligibility determination process, two states (Utah, Pennsylvania) vest this responsibility with the 
Courts. Two additional states (Connecticut, Delaware) expect to follow this model. In these 
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states, the list of cases identified by the courts is thereafter sent to the State Criminal History 
Repository for additional eligibility verification.  

The opposite approach has been adopted in Michigan and Oklahoma:94 both states start the 
process with the State Criminal History Repository making the initial eligibility determination. 
Thereafter, the courts would identify eligible case records. Another state that recently passed 
Clean Slate legislation, Colorado, is developing a hybrid approach: the courts will initially identify 
eligible conviction records, while the Repository is responsible for initially identifying non-
conviction records. 

Agency coordination 
Qualified records relief requires a significant amount of coordination among all relevant parties. 
A state’s existing levels of automation and integration among the courts, prosecutors, 
repository, and other criminal justice agencies, affect the amount of time it can be expected to 
take to implement Clean Slate. Several states have set their timeframe for implementation at 12 
months from the effective date of records clearance legislation, though this timeline appears 
ambitious, based on the experience of other states. States that have recently implemented 
Clean Slate programs, such as Michigan and Utah, have either mentioned or discovered through 
experience, that taking 2-3 years to fully implement such a program may be a more realistic, 
achievable timetable. 
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Lessons for States 
States considering records relief can learn from each other about what challenges they have 
faced, and how some states have addressed or overcome them. 

1. Records relief processes vary considerably from state-to-state reflecting legal 
requirements, policy, and practice. The terminology used in records relief also varies 
between jurisdictions and can be a source of confusion and misunderstanding. States 
may use terms such as expungement, sealing, erasure, set aside, vacatur, and 
nondisclosure in defining their records relief options. While expungement in some 
jurisdictions means deletion, destruction, or obliteration of all criminal justice records, it 
may also mean limiting public access to records that are retained for legitimate criminal 
justice and special licensing purposes in other jurisdictions. States should clearly define 
the meaning of the various terms used for sealing and expunging (destroying) records to 
minimize confusion by the public in pursuing these remedies.  

2. Determining records relief eligibility is a complex, complicated, and labor-intensive 
process. Jurisdictions routinely must access and review multiple sources of data to 
determine whether candidates meet detailed eligibility criteria. States are best 
positioned to do so when their case and records management systems are tightly 
aligned and integrated across the whole of the criminal justice enterprise. The 
systematic adoption and use of universal transaction control numbers enables agencies 
to effectively track cases, cycles, and people throughout the justice system. Centralized, 
unified court case management systems also greatly improve disposition reporting to 
the criminal history repository and in identifying eligible offenses, cases, and individuals.  

3. As states shift from traditional petition-based records relief programs to Clean Slate 
state-initiated schemes, many are also relaxing stringent eligibility requirements that 
limit the ability to obtain relief. Jurisdictions adopting state-initiated records relief 
programs are eliminating requirements that individuals seeking records relief pay filing 
fees, and complete detailed petitions. Additionally, jurisdictions are increasingly waiving 
the requirement that fines and fees be paid before the individual is eligible for records 
relief, though payment of court-ordered victim restitution is often still required. Some 
states have also eliminated out-of-state background checks as part of its crime-free 
waiting period eligibility criteria in their Clean Slate state-initiated process. 

4. Implementation of Clean Slate often requires two – three years of intensive planning, 
programming modifications of multiple complex agency case management information 
systems, upgrades in technology, and changes in business practices and workflow. 
Legislative initiatives must recognize the size, scale, and complexity of these 
implementation challenges and establish realistic timeframes for full and effective 
implementation. 
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Further Research 
Further research in this area could provide insights and inform policy decisions. 

1. Additional research is needed to assess the impact of expanding records relief on the 
lives of justice-involved individuals. It should focus on assessing the impact of Clean 
Slate on a) expanding the rate at which people seek and obtain records relief, and 
narrowing the gap between those who are eligible for records relief and those who 
actually obtain relief, b) assessing improvements in employment, education, housing, 
and access to benefits, and c) reducing the risk of recidivism for those who have cleared 
their records. Its impact on traditionally-marginalized populations should also be 
considered. 

2. Research could also provide a better understanding of how industry and CRAs are 
accessing individual criminal history data, both within and outside of official channels 
such as the criminal history repository and the courts. It would also be beneficial to 
understand how states may be restricting data access or its compilation for commercial 
purposes, and/or auditing the management of batch files. This area of research is 
particularly timely given the increased use of criminal history data for non-criminal 
justice purposes, coupled with its potential enduring impact on justice-involved 
individuals.  

3. Research may also explore evidence-based waiting periods based on analysis of data 
underlining constructs of recidivism risk and redemption. These findings could help state 
policies to set an appropriate length of time for crime-free waiting periods. The research 
could build on recent findings and provide an empirical foundation about the duration 
of crime-free waiting periods, and the criteria on which it should be based.  

4. It may also assess how states are auditing the follow-through of sealing, expunging, or 
setting aside/vacating records within the state and local criminal justice system – law 
enforcement agencies, the courts, and other entities – to ensure compliance.   

5. Conduct public surveys to measure the knowledge, attitudes and beliefs of the general 
public about Clean Slate-type records relief efforts. These findings would provide helpful 
context about the level of support, or conditional support, of the general public for 
these efforts. It could be valuable in identifying, and designing a means to overcome, 
potential obstacles. 
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individual’s criminal record.’” James E. Clapp, Elizabeth G. Thornburg, Marc Galanter, and Fred R. Shapiro, 
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p. 211. Thornburg suggests that associating the phrase record of arrest and prosecution to a rap sheet is 
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Subjects (individual offenders) in State Criminal History File, 2014, 2016, and 2018, 
https://www.ojp.gov/pdffiles1/bjs/grants/255651.pdf. By contrast, the FBI reports that they have criminal 
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